
Year 5 
Summer Term Overview 

Creative 
 Curriculum 
 Brilliant Britain 

 
Throughout this term the 

focus of our creative curriculum will be  
Brilliant Britain. The creative lessons will 
cover activities such as: studying Pop Art 

and using the work of Andy Warhol as  
inspiration; learning about fair trade by  
playing a game; carry out an historical  

enquiry into Lizzie Dowson and write an 
argument text as to who was to blame for 

her death.  
 History, Geography, Art and D.T lessons 

will all be taught under this topic offering the 
children a wide range of key skills and  

cultural knowledge.  
Following into the second part of the term, 
we will be taking part in the Virgin Money 

Make £5 grow project. This gives the  
experience of starting a small business. The 
programme gives pupils an insight into how 

business works and helps them to build 
skills for the future, such as teamworking, 

problem solving, leadership, money  
management and creativity. 

Music 
 

Guitar lessons: 
Throughout this term the 
children will be receiving 

guitar lessons from a music 
specialist. 

P.E 
 

Cricket lessons: The  
children will be receiving 

professional Cricket lessons 
throughout this term. They 
will work, in particular, on 

their hand-eye coordination 
skills. 

 
Golf lessons: The  
children will also be  

receiving professional Golf. 
They will work, in particular, 

on striking the ball  
effectively. 

ICT 
Greek mythology 

Children learn how to:  
design, write and debug  

programs that accomplish 
specific goals, including  
controlling or simulating 

physical systems 
 

Shackleton & the South Pole 
Children use technology 
safely, respectfully and  
responsibly; recognise  

acceptable/unacceptable 
behaviour; identify a range 
of ways to report concerns 
about content and contact 

French 
 

Mon Anniversaire 
In this unit the children  

understand and use  
numbers from 42 – 60;  

understand the time on the 
hour; ask someone when 
their birthday is, and say 

when their own is; listen to a 
story and select key words 
and phrases from it; sing a 
song or recite a poem from 
memory; write a birthday 

greeting; devise and perform 
a short sketch, using  

structures learnt in the unit 

Numeracy 
 

Throughout the year the children will 
visit a cycle of units including:  
Place value; Addition and subtraction; 
Multiplication and division; Statistics; 
Fractions; Decimals; Percentages;  
Angles; Shapes; Position and direction; 
Converting units; Prime numbers;  
Perimeter and area; and Volume. 
We will begin by knowing angles are 
measured in degrees; estimate and 
compare acute, obtuse and reflex  
angles; draw given angles and measure 
them in degrees; identify angles at a 
point and one whole turn, angles at a 
point on a straight line and ½ a turn, 
other multiples of 90˚. 

Literacy 
 

The children will cover the following  
topics in their literacy units: Biographies 
and Autobiographies, Recounts, Debate 
Text, Instructions and Explanations 
 
Children will further develop skills in 
reading, spelling, writing and speaking 
and listening. They will develop their  
use of adventurous and ambitious 
words, ambitious connectives, use of 
adverbs and use of complex sentences. 
They will also use colons, brackets and 
dashes appropriately. 

Science 
 

Earth and Space: 
Children find fascinating facts about the 
Sun, Moon and Earth and develop an 
understanding of day and night, the four 
seasons and the Moon’s phases. The 
Sun and the planets making up our  
Solar System are investigated, along 
with the other stars in their constellation 
Forces: 
Children look at a range of different 
forces: gravity, air resistance, water  
resistance and friction. Develop an  
understanding of balanced and  
unbalanced forces and their effects. 
Investigate how mechanisms, like  
levers, pulleys and gears, help us to 
use smaller forces. 

R.E 
 

Come and See:  
During this term the children will look at 

several topics:  
 

Transformation– Pentecost, the  
celebration of the spirit’s transforming 

power 
 

 Freedom and Responsibility - God’s 
rules for living freely and responsibly – 

the commandments 
 

Islam - learning about Ramadan, Eid-ul
-Fitr and the pilgrimage to makkah 

 
Stewardship - the church is called to 

stewardship of creation  

Forest school/Outdoor Area 
 

The children will use the Forest School/
Outdoor Area in their Virgin Money Make £5 

grow projects 


